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By Jim Gates
Clyde, Arlene & Dave
Belt and I started out at
our clubhouse and Dee &
Bob Olivari met us on the
road to the Kumeyaay
Indian Center in Poway.
Pam & Brian Treserden,
their son, Chris & grandson, Chris, joined us
there for the tour. Our personal docent, Jerry Green, conducted the tour
and stated that the Kumeyaays had lived and roamed in Riverside and
San Diego Counties and northern Mexico for thouisands of years. The
tour started in a building where many Kumeyaay artifacts were displayed
and explained. We then went on a walking tour of the tribal hill located on
the site. There was a trail leading up and we stopped all along the way as
Jerry pointed
out and explained all of
the native
plants and
bushes that
the
Kumeyaay's
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MS. Prez sez
helps, but there will still be
offices that will need to be
filled.
By September we should
have more of that information for you.

Hi Everyone,
Can you believe this article is
for the September Reflector. I
can’t believe the year has gone
by so quickly. We are at the
end of Summertime and Fall is
just around the corner.
The next few months will be a
busy time for our club. Along
with the great tours we have
coming up, it is also the time
for us to start thinking about
our election of Officers and the
Board for 2012. This year I
was very fortunate to have
great people to work with
which made my job so much
easier.
September is the start of the
procedure to gather the
names for the various offices
that need to be filled for the
coming year. It is always nice
when the newer members
step up and consider taking
one of the offices. It’s a great
way to be part of the Club, get
to know the other members
and contribute to making it
strong and active. Some of our
members will stay in the office
that they are in now which
Palomar Model A Club

September is a beautiful
month here in San Diego and
can be quite warm. The big
Holiday is Labor Day. The
Gem for the month is the Sapphire and the flower is the
Aster. When I think of September I think of a medley of
colors like the colored leaves
on the trees. So instead of
just one color for the month
of September, the colors are,
shades of BROWN, GOLD
and even SCARLET, or any
combination thereof.
Well take time out each day
to laugh and enjoy life. Have
fun driving your cars and
we’ll see you down the road.
.

TÜÄxÇx

(Jim Gates Cont. from pg. 1)

used in their daily lives. The site
volunteers have also duplicated a
Kumeyaay hut along the way and
its fabrication was explained.. At
the top of the hill there were hand
carved holes in the boulders (6 10" wide and 12' deep) where
they used hot rocks to cook their
meals in the holes. There were 3
ocean animal outlines that could
be seen in an outcropping in the
boulders. Pam also found the
outline of a bear in this outcropping.
When we left the site it became
clear that my Cabriolet must have
had a previous Kumeyaay descendent owner as it just quit.
Instead of being hauled back
home loaded on 2 large sticks
pulled behind an Indian Pony,
Brian's son and grandson ( both
Chris’) loaded it onto Brian's
Trailer and drove back to San
Marcos, after we all had lunch at
the Mexi-cocina Restaurant.
Jim Gates

A neighbor gave me the following vintage glass fuses:
AGC 10 & 30
SFE 9, 14, 20 & 30
If you need one for a spare,
email me before our Sept. meeting and I will bring it there for
you. - Jim Gates
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Technic al Rep ort by Fred Slikker
with today's traffic. To improve the engine's performance, we install higher compression heads and more
modern carburetors, counterbalanced crankshafts for
higher RPM's and even air
conditioning for our comfort.
All this adds to the work load
of the engine which, in turn,
produces more heat. And
THE RADITOR- what is sitting in front of the
vehicle that has to handle all
----PROBLEMS
AND SOLTIONS that extra heat? The same old
tired radiator that came from
Our Model A's have certainly ex- a different era that is now
perienced a lot of different oper- probably partly plugged up
with minerals and debris from
ating conditions and levels of
years of bad water and necare during the past 80 years. I
glect. Most of us have experican imagine they were well
enced driving a Model A that
cared for by their proud owners
has had chronic cooling probwhen new and eventually
abused and neglected during the lems. Some may be driving
one now. I remember driving
lean depression years. A few
continued to be well cared for by on a flat highway many miles
from home on a hot day with
their frugal owners while most
were eventually thrown aside for the radiator temperature alnewer models by those fortunate ready on the hot side of the
gauge. Up ahead is a mounenough to afford a new car.
Whether or not these Model A's tain with a 5000 foot climb to
the summit. Will I make it to
had an easier life decades ago
the top or will I have to pull
when things moved at a slower
over to the side of the road a
pace than compared to now is
few times to let the engine
open to debate.
cool off. This is not a pleasant
Our Model A's operate in a difway to travel on a tour. Most
ferent environment and operatof the cooling problems our
ing requirements than they did
Model A's have boil down
many years ago. We frequently
push them toward the top end of (sorry--I just had to use that
term) to one main thing--the
their performance on today's
radiator. If your Model A
highways more so than when
they operated on yesterdays dirt heats up while in stop and go
traffic, heats up as the days
roads. They need to accelerate
air temperature increases,
and travel faster just to blend in
Palomar Model A Club

heats up as your speed increases or heats up while
climbing a hill, the radiator
has no reserve cooling capacity. It is already maxed out
and can't handle any more
heat that's being produced. If
a thermostat was installed in
this cooling system, it would
be wide open calling for more
cooling circulation when, in
fact, there is none available.
To correct this, we can try
rodding the vertical tubes, try
a different fan or maybe add
some magic potion to the water. Most of this stuff will not
cure a bad radiator. Most of
the time the real culprit is the
radiator core itself. We can't
change the size of the radiator to give us more cooling,
however, we can change the
core to one that dissipates
heat more efficiently. These
particular cores have more
and very thin vertical tubes
that are about 1/16 in. wide
and 1/2 in. long. The fin material between these tubes is in
a zig zag pattern called
"serpentine" by radiator
shops. Most radiator rebuild
shops that do hot rod or classic car work are familiar with
this type of core. If you take
your radiator to a shop for a
new core, you must tell them
specifically you want a "more
efficient and modern core". If
you don't do this, they will assume you want a core that
looks like your old one and
(Continued on page 5)
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MINUTES OF THE AUGUST 2011 MEETING
The meeting of the Palomar Model A Club was called to order by President
Arlene Belt on August 3 at 7:00 pm. The Pledge of Allegiance was led by
long-time member Dorothy Allen.
VISITORS: Prospective new member Dean Barnett and new member Rory
Woodward's wife and child were welcomed along with Blake Thamer, Linda
and Keith's Grandson.
HEALTH REPORT: Vice President Paul Sharrott has had minor surgery and
Marty Topper has a new pacemaker.
MINUTES OF THE LAST MEETING: There were no corrections and the minutes were approved as
printed.
TREASURER'S REPORT: Linda Thamer filled in for Dianne and reported on our current balance and
presented bills from Bob Olivari for $28.60 and $29.04 for mailing the Reflector along with $43.50
and $43.10 for printing from Print Pros. The bills were approved for payment.
TOURS: Fred Slikker reported on the Poway 4th of July celebration and said there is a possibility of
being invited to another event in Poway in December. Jim Gates will lead a tour to the Kumeyaay
Center in Poway on August 8, and also announced that the Center in Lake San Marcos has invited
the club to a BBQ on Sun. Aug. 9. Upcoming Tours: Clyde Marion announced the Saturday tour on
September 10 will be a Wine Tasting Tour to several different wineries. He also quoted the room rate
for the November tour @ $85 including happy hour and breakfast for Sat. and Sun. Sign up sheets
were passed around.
REFLECTOR EDITOR: Keith Thamer reported Carla Hibbard would like to receive photos and information regarding the last tour.
TECHNICAL DIRECTOR: Fred Slikker gave information on how to whiten your White-Wall Tires. He
recommended Westleys Bleach White spray and also said Detail-Pro White-Wall Wipes would be
good for touch ups. It can be purchased over the internet. He presented the Bleach White spray to
Keith Thamer. Was that a hint Keith??
RAFFLE: Dave Belt awarded Jack Perkins with the free August birthday tickets. Jack also received the
attendance prize for the July meeting. ( It must pay to get old).
PUBLIC RELATIONS: Sheila Saxman reported we had been published in the local papers.
NEW BUSINESS: Al Richardson reported that Vista is holding a Rod Run car show on Sun. Aug. 7. He
will be checking out Keith's White Walls there.
MONKEY BUSINESS: Dave Belt entertained with jokes.
ADJOURNMENT: There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned at 7:40 pm. Refreshments were beautifully set up by Marilyn Bisplinghoff and Phyliss Oviatt.
Respectfully Submitted: Bev Perkins, Secretary

FOR SALE
I'd like to sell my Model A. It's a 29 Sports Coupe, rumble seat, Mitchell over drive,"90's restoration,
has been garaged for the last 10 years. Asking $8,000.00 at 760-533-0382 for information. To see
the car call her daughter, Barbara at760-583-5173.

Palomar Model A Club
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they will put the same old style core back in that has round tubes and straight across fins. Be sure to
emphasize your radiator must be the same height as it was before. Your hood fit and alignment depend on it. The modern 3 row core is about 2 and 5/16 inches thick and fits nicely in the radiator
frame. Don't go any thicker on the core as it might interfere or hit the fan nut.
If you install one of these high efficiency cores, I can guarantee you will have all the cooling capability you will ever need. In fact, you will need to install a thermostat as your engine will probably run
too cold, especially in winter.
All of the above info has been good news about fixing an old and very common problem. Now for
the bad news. The cost of copper and brass has increased dramatically as has labor costs. The cost
of a recore job, even though it is a onetime thing, is not cheap. Here's a way you might remedy the
situation. The next time your wife has a birthday or it's your wedding anniversary, get her that new
radiator core that she has always wanted. Trust me-----she will remember it for a long time.

Just Wondering: …...Why do
we call something sent by car a
shipment and something sent by
ship a cargo?

Both the MARC and MAFCA National Meets will be in the midwest next year. While that is a long way from the west coast,
the good news is that if you would like to attend both of
them, their timing and locations couldn’t be better. The MARC
Meet will be in Oshkosh, Wisconsin June 11—15 and the
MAFCA Meet will be in Marquette, Michigan June 18-23. Oshkosh and Marquette are about 200 miles apart with some of
the most beautiful Model A roads in between. While you
could easily make the whole 200 miles in a day trip, but there
are some great things to
see on the way and motels are relatively inexpensive by California standards.
Three of us from our local club made the MAFCA Board meeting in Marquette an excuse for a Model A tour. The Board and
the host club let us tag along for a tour of the meet venues and
even let participate in a pot-luck supper overlooking Lake Superior. We were really impressed and are looking forward to attending__even if the host club, The Superior A’s talked us into
(Continued on page 8)
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NWRG Trip
By Vicky Penland
A small contingent of Palomar Model A’s left July 25, 2011 to
head north to the Northwest Regional Group Meet in Wilsonville, Oregon. Howard & Barbara in “Millie”, Remmie &
Marilyn in their “A”, and Lee and I in “Tuffy” headed for Pea
Soup Anderson’s in Buellton, CA. Unfortunately, only 9
miles from Buellton, Remmie & Marilyn’s car overheated
badly and quit running. They decided to put it on a flatbed
and take it home, and rejoin us up the road in Napa in their
modern car.
“Millie” and “Tuffy”
continued on, taking scenic Hwy 1
through
Big Sur
Happy Model Aers
and Monterey. In
Napa, we were joined by John & Dianne in “Buzz”, Remmie and Marilyn, and Roger and Carol Sandmeier of the
Carson Valley A’s. From there we proceeded back over to
the coast, and
up through
the beautiful
redwoods to
In the Redwoods
the historic Victorian Village of Ferndale, CA. Leaving Ferndale, we
headed for Grant’s Pass, where we met up with John
and Nancy Firth and friends from other Model A Clubs,
and, after a night’s rest, headed north again. A night in
Albany, Oregon allowed us to go to the “Brooks Steam
Up”, a
wonderful
annual
event at a 100
The Dahlia fields
acre site, featuring dozens of working steam driven vehicles, antique
tractors, museums, swap meet, etc. A great experience! At Wilsonville, we enjoyed a well organized and
friendly “meet” with seminars, great tours (including a
ferry ride to the Dahlia Fields), BBQs, people and car
games, and antique hunting. For the trip home, in addition to Roger and Carol Sandmeier, we were joined
by Arlyn and Nayola Bieber of the S.D. Club. Unfortunately, “Millie” started sputtering and overheating, and the
Line-up for BBQ.
Kruegels had to stop periodically to troubleshoot and repair. The route home through Northern California was spectacular---including a visit to Lassen Volcanic National Park, where lingering snow beside the road prompted a quick snowball fight. After
successfully negotiating the steep downhill grade we were off to Lake Tahoe and a trip down from
(Continued on page 7)
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(Continued from page 6)

there into Minden/Gardnerville, Nevada. There we were
all graciously feted by Carol and Roger who had sped
ahead of us to prepare a home cooked feast of BBQ
chicken, salads and homemade ice cream and cobbler at
their lovely home. It was a real treat! After fond farewells, we were off the next day down Hwy 395, where
“Buzz” led us through a verdant (and unfamiliar) valley
east of Bridgeport. Then we headed down the road and
made a trip
around the
June Lake
Loop, and
drove up 9 ½
People Games
miles to the King’s
Rock Creek Lake
Resort (9600 ft.!), and more fabulous homemade pie!
(Have you noticed a recurring theme here?) Pondering
the trip home from Bishop on the last day had most of us
worried about the potential for the cars overheating. So,
lots of discussion/negotiation ensued about an acceptable departure time. At 5:00 a.m. on the final day, we departed Bishop---and were successful in beating the heat and
On Tour at Meet
enjoying a warm, but trouble free drive home. After more
than 2700 miles and 16 days, Lee and I breathed a sigh of relief that we had experienced no problems with “Tuffy” on her first trip of more than 200 miles! We
are all appreciative of John’s planning, organizing,
“reservation making” and general leadership in making this a
fun, interesting and truly memorable trip.

Snow at Lassen Park

A Big Thank You
Thanks to Vicky Penland and Jim Gates for the great
tour articles and pictures. Thanks too, to Jim and
Fred Slikker for material that just wouldn’t fit this
month. I’ll try to fit it in an upcoming issue. And my
apologies to Clyde Marion for transposing his phone
number in all prior issues.
Palomar Model A Club
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helping out while we are there.
The main venue for the Welcome Party, hospitality, registration,
Hubley races, and fashion events will be the University Center.
While it shouldn’t be either hot or cold in late June, it doesn’t
matter because those events will be inside a beautiful modern
building complete with a cafeteria that will be open during the
meet serving such things
as all-you-can-eat breakfast for $5.95.
The car judging and the Awards Banquet will be held in the
“Dome” which houses the football field, track events. It is the
second largest wooden dome in the country. The cars will drive
in and for judging and then remain there for the Banquet. The
dome can hold up to 1200 for dinner. While I’m sure the host
club would like to see that kind of turn-out, I think we will have
enough elbow room at dinner.
The host club has reserved 142 rooms at the Comfort Suites
and the Days Inn which are adjacent to each other. Rooms cannot be booked at the Host Hotels until you have registered for the Convention and received your Registration Number and you must give
the hotel your Registration Number to receive the special Convention rate. The rate for the Comfort
Suites will be $99 and Days Inn $89, I believe. Since all of the activities will be at the college, there
will be little or no advantage to stay at “Host Hotels”. We stayed at a Super 8 while we were there
and have made reservations there for the meet for $70 including tax (AARP rate). We liked the location because the cross street would take us to the University and downtown Marquette without the
round-abouts and without the crazy U-turn then right turn that Michigan has devised to eliminate left
turns.
I wish I could tell you as much about the MARC Meet but you probably know more than I do since I am sure the Nickle A’s made a presentation at the San Diego meet. I understand the meet will be held
on the EAA grounds. The EAA Museum is said to have more than
50 vintage airplanes displayed in seven period hangers designed to
take you back to aviation’s “Golden Age” of the 1920’s and 30’s. It
will take you back to a time when the magic of flying astounded and
charmed the whole world. Admission to Pioneer Airport is included
with regular museum admission. The EAA is definitely on my bucket list so I guess next year I will be
able to cross it off.
Since our summer home is about midway between the two meets we plan on attending both. I believe John LaVoy is leading a group to the MAFCA meet but I don’t believe he intends to include the
MARC meet. For those of you that plan to attend one or both meets and will trailer your Model A
back, you would be welcome to park your tow vehicle and trailer at our home and drive to either or
both of the meets. Our Wisconsin county roads were made for Model As and for the most part are in
very good repair.
Carla Hibbard

Palomar Model A Club
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Future Tours by Clyde Marion

Sept. 10 : Winery Tour.
Saturday October 8 : Depart Palomar Estates going to Lions Tigers & Bears,
Alpine area
Saturday November 5 -7: Depart Palomar Estates going to Ragan Library,
Simi Valley proceeding to Port Hueneme Country Inn 2 nights, Sunday : Visit Peter Mullins Auto,
Murphy Auto & Seabee Museum in Port Hueneme
December: To be Determined
Have a fine Model A day,
Clyde

S e p t e m b e r B i rt h days a n d A n n i v e r sa r i e s
Birthdays
6

Karen Moles

8

Carolyn Brain

8

William Hussar

8

Carmen Smith

13

John Burrell

19

Kim Wright

25

Dennis Schafer

25

Eddy Arredondo

27

Ronald Bird

29

Gayle Lebedda
Anniversaries

5
8
11

Walt & Carla Hibbard
Jim & Mary Norman
Greg & Cindy Wilson

Our Birthday winner at
the August meeting was
Jack Perkins. He received
two free raffle tickets

S e p t e m b e r R e f r e s h m en t s
John & Judy Burrell

John & Dianne Frazee

Dave & Marcia Carroll

Jim Gates

Evan Chang

Chuck Gough

Steve & JoAnn Cordtz

Bill & Kathy Horn

David & Karyn Frazee

Dan & Pam Hoskins

Lisa, Andy & Alyssa Frazee

Bruce & Jeannette Howe

Palomar Model A Club
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Men have not always made fashion statements in their underwear. . It used
to be, a man would simply throw on his long handles, step outside his cabin
and gun down a moose. All a man used to seek was some sort of underwear that would not bulge, bind, gap, chafe, or sag, something that would
not shrink in the wash, something that — when hung out to dry — would not
attract enemy fire.
The first shorts with buttons on a yoke were introduced
to WW I soldiers. They were so popular that returning
soldiers insisted on continuing to wear them, often forgoing their more familiar union suits. The dawn of the golden age of radio and the
creation of the nation’s first federal highway system. Soon the number of automobiles on the road tripled, and the Imperial Underwear Company ran ads showing
Dad squatting to change a flat tire, with the whole family looking on. The copy
read "Ease of action. The crotch is always closed!" Comfort and convenience had
never been more important to American gents.
The changing tastes of the returning servicemen weren't being ignored either.
Swiss American Knitting Mills had a 1920’s ad that promoted "navicloth" with a
picture of Uncle Sam holding up a sleeveless,
short legged union suit. The ad promised
"specified government quality for US Army–
U.S. Navy underwear."
When the flappers were dancing in the 1920s, their male partners
were likely to be wearing underwear in durable nainsook, which
is soft muslin fabric, often used to make babies' clothing. The
1920s did see the introduction of pre-shrunk fabrics that would
revolutionize 1930’s men’s underwear. Additionally, the twenties
saw the introduction of the boxer brief which was named accordingly because it was an “abbreviated” version of its predecessor
– the popular long john. The latter extended down as far as the ankles,
whereas the boxer brief ended at midthigh .It wasn’t until 1934 that Jockey introduced their Y vent shorts so a brief
style undergarment would not be acceptable as a Model A era fashion.
Patterns for the short-legged union suit are available on ths MAFCA website
under Pattern Project
Palomar Model A Club
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Complete Rebuilding of: Engine, Transmission,
Clutch, Rear end, Front end, Steering Box & Brakes.
Other Services: Wheel Balancing, Counter Balanced
Crank Shafts, Engine Babbitting, Lightened FlyWheels, V8 Clutches, Leakless Water Pumps, Carburetors, Distributors, Generators, Starters and More.
CALL FOR COMPLETE LIST OF SERVICES!

Palomar Model A Club
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President

Arlene Belt

760760-295295-3936

Assistant Editor Bob Olivari

858858-485485-6475

Vice President

Paul Sharrott

760760-630630-4850

Public Relations Sheila Saxman

951951-696696-0323

Secretary

Bev Perkins

760760-945945-3173

Hospitality

Marilyn Bisling- 760760-747747-0828
hoff

Treasurer

Diane Frazee

760760-729729-4865

Librarian

John Frazee

760760-729729-4865

Short Tour
Coordinator

Clyde Marion

858858-688688-0193

Membership
Chair

Linda Thamer

760760-729729-5449

Long Tour
Coordinator

John Frazee

760760-729729-4865

Raffle Chair

Dave Belt

760760-295295-3936

Reflector
Editor

Carla Hibbard

715715-479479-4739
(Wisconsin)

Southwest Region Rep.

John Frazee

760760-729729-4865

Technical Direc- Fred Slikker
tor

858858-487487-8861

Post Office Box 191
Carlsbad, California
92018-0191

We’re on the Web!!
www.palomarmodelaclub.org
Check us out!

Tel: 760-729-5449
Linda Thamer
Membership Director

Meetings are held the first
Wednesday of each month in the
Palomar Estates East Club House
located at 650 S. Rancho Santa Fe
Road, San Marcos, CA 92078. The
doors open at 6:30 pm for social
time and the meeting starts
at7:00pm.
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